1. Introduction. In this paper, we obtain expressions for the solution, resolvent kernel, and Fredholm determinant of the integral equation
*(*) = x(i) + f K(t, s)x(s)ds
J o in terms of Wiener integrals. Besides appealing to the general interest which is always inherent in the relating of two apparently diverse fields, these results are of possible importance in two ways: (a) Though the Wiener integrals involved can be evaluated at present only when the kernel takes on certain relatively simple forms, it may be possible in the future to obtain at least approximate evaluations which will in turn offer approximate solutions of the integral equation which may converge faster than the Fredholm solution. Here we might mention specifically the case where the integral equation contains a parameter of large absolute value ; (b) As a means of evaluating Wiener 
where
2 Under the conditions of Theorem I, the equation (2.1) determines a 1-1 mapping of C into itself. Hence for each z{t) in C there is a unique solution x{t) belonging to C which can be written as
Thus (2.6) G[F(x\ -)\t]^ %{t).
Moreover, it is apparent that, if, in (2.1) 
Applying (2.7) and changing the variable of integration on the right to y so that confusion with x{t) in (2.2) may be avoided, we get
Next we shall consider the transformation 
\x(t) = \D\ exp (-X 2 f [z'(s)]*ds\ f u (t)
•exp d w u.
It can be shown that differentiation under the Wiener integral sign is justifiable provided that z"(s) is continuous. If we assume z"(s)
continuous, and differentiate both sides of (3.1) with respect to X,
2) is an identity in X which holds in particular when X = 0, hence
Now F[u\s]~u(s)+foK(s, %)u(£)d$;
y so that we obtain by substitution in (3.3)
Substituting Jlz'{s)du{s) = z'(i)u(l)-flu(s)d[z'(s)] and d f K(s, C)u(£)dH/ds = f cl-ffO, Q/dsu(S)di + J(s)u(s),
we get
*(*) = 2|Z)| f «(/) <«(l)s'(l) -f w(s)<fe'(s)l
•exp (-<&(u))d w u (3.5) + 2 | Z>| f "*(*){ f *'(*)[ f --«(Örffl^l
Interchanging the order of Wiener integration and ordinary integration (which can be justified by the mixed Fubini theorem), we obtain
'(s)\ I -I u(t)u(Ç) exp (-$)d w ud% Ids
+ I z'(s)J(s) I u(t)u(s) exp (-<É>)iu, w <fa > = 2 | D\ {z'(l)W(t } 1) -ƒ ' W{t 9 s)d[z'(s)] (3.6) + ƒ * z'(s) [ ƒ * *~~ W(t, 0#] ds
+ ƒ z'(s)J(s)W(t,s)ds\, where W(t f s) =f™u(t)u(s)/exp ( -$(u))d w u and z"(s) is continuous.
It will be shown later that W(t, s) is continuous in s, hence this may be written (since W(t, 0) = 0) 
\D\= < I exp (-$(u))d w u>
Theorem II then follows directly from (4.9).
